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Letter from the Esperança surgery center,  Santarem, Brazil,
Friday, May 24, 1985.  Source: Unknown
 

It is the last operating day for the ophthalmologic surgery team

headed by Tom Gettelfinger and Jim Kiley, joined up with nine

Brazilian ophthalmologists. We have 18 cases scheduled and

working four or five cases at a time to finish the heavy load. In

the afternoon, arrived a very special patient - and very

unexpected. His name is Fabricio Lima da Silva, a four-year old

boy from Monte Alegria, roughly a 12-hour boat ride down the

Amazon River.  

 

The parents have been traveling all night with the boy to come to

the Esperança clinic - for the only hope possible. On Thursday

afternoon, one of little Fabricio’s friends had stuck a pencil into

his right eye, seriously damaging the cornea and part of the iris.

His parents were beside themselves. They were fortunate

enough to catch a boat leaving their city for Santarem to arrive

before the departure of the Esperança eye surgery team the

following day. As they walked through the clinic door, their faces

told the whole story. Without saying a word, it was evident that

they pleaded for help for their youngster who certainly would lose

sight of his injured eye were he not immediately helped.

 

But what does one do when one's surgical schedule is filled
to the gills and there are no spaces available?

Story continues on pg. 3

Special Events

 
February 27, 2020 - Esperança's 50

year anniversary
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It Began with a Light
Bulb...
ROSEMARY ,  45 -YEAR  ESPERANCA

SUPPORTER

“It all started 45 years ago. I was working for

Philips Medical Systems in Connecticut, a

manufacturer of medical x-ray systems;

including a dental x-ray unit called the

Orolit.

 

”Little did Rosemary know,  Father Luke

Tupper had that exact Orolit model on board

the Esperança hospital boat while working

on the Amazon River. Since its inception,

Esperança’s founder had been recruiting

medical teams from the United States to

volunteer their services to rural communities

living along this river in Brazil. The ferry boat

converted floating hospital did not have

much in the way of amenities, and the light

bulb on its Orolit has just burned out…

 

“He called my office one day when he was

visiting in New York City needing a small

light for his dental unit."

Rosemary had no idea what this light was, and so

her journey with Esperança began…

 

Rosemary went downstairs to the factory floor to

ask a tech for more information about the light

and if they had any spares to send to Father

Tupper. Luckily, the tech found a few lights and

Rosemary gladly mailed them to the New York

address Father Tupper had left.“

 

"Shortly after, I received a newsletter from

Esperança and being impressed with his

organization, I sent a donation.”

 

For four years, Rosemary followed Father

Tupper’s journey in the Amazon, hearing of his

untimely passing in 1978.

 

“I was truly saddened when I learned of his tragic

death but his family was involved in keeping his

dream alive. I have been getting Esperança

newsletters all these years and though the

organization has taken many different paths, I

still feel it is very worthwhile.

 

”Rosemary has now been contributing to

Esperança for 45 years, inspired by the passion

behind this humanitarian work.

 

“It is an amazing story of good will and

determination of all the people involved.”
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The boy was taken to the recovery room

here Nurse Vera Bertagnoli gave good care

and watched over the child. Thus ended,

at 11:00 that evening, another long day

in Esperança’s healing mission.

 

Early the next morning, Saturday, May 25, at

7:00 in the morning, the surgery team was

gathered to see some of the returning eye

patients. Notable among the returnees was

little Fabricio who gallantly walked in and sat

down to have his eye re-checked. The patch

came off and it was evident that so far the

repair had gone very nicely. We were greatly

relieved to see that infection had still not set

in. We placed some more antibiotic ointment

in the eye, patched it with another sterile

gauze and made sure the parents continued

giving the boy the oral antibiotics that he

was taking. Toward the end of this process,

the father was standing next to the

team and handed me a simple handwritten

note in Portuguese which was titled,

"Thanksgiving."

I looked at the little boy sitting very

cooperatively in the chair with his dirty patch

over his eye. As he gazed up at me, I knew we

could not say no. We made time. The team

was very willing to put in one extra mile to

help this youngster in such a difficult 

 ituation. 

 

Ophthalmologic surgeons Jim Kiley and

Tom Gettelfinger, were then gowned

nd gloved and ready to go. Antiseptic solution

was prepared for the face in the area around

the eye and sterile drapes applied. Only his

injured eye was exposed. Examination with

the microscope revealed the large deep gash

into the cornea, as well as the prolapsing iris.

Actually, the iris, that muscle that opens and

closes to control the light coming into the

eye, was protruding out into the wound

opening.

 

The surgery procedure began with cutting

away the injured cornea fragments and

making the incision much neater and cleaner.

Next, the damaged it is muscle that could not

be salvaged was cut away and the

remaining muscle put back in its proper

place. Finally, the fine repair began

with the delicate suture to, hopefully, restore

the continuity of the outer surface

of Fabricio’s eye and, thus, save his eye.

 

All went well and after the final sterile patch

was applied on top of the antibiotic ointment,

the anesthetic agent was terminated and the

boy awoke without any problem.
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"The Esperança team has done it
again. One more little miracle.
One more root for our tree of

friendship and understanding."
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Not being able emotionally to express what

is in my heart with words, I wanted to

communicate, in writing, a small fraction of

what I am feeling inside. I wish to thank

with all my heart, with all my soul, and with

all my being, this marvelous surgical team

which has done so much for my Fabricio.

Not only for performing the delicate surgery

late at night yesterday, but also for the

attention and kindness, courtesy and love

which all of you have given to us. 

 

I hope that God will stand with you and

lighten your path and always place His

protecting hand on your operations. May

you all have an unending stream of

victories; may your talents always progress.

Today has been born one more root of

friendship and love between my family and

the American people. Especially this surgery

team which knew how to give so much of

themselves. I will never forget you. My pro -

found and heartfelt thanks. Here are the

sincere and most grateful thanks from, 

 

Fabricio Lima da Silva,  

Aguida Maria de Carvalho (mother),  

Raimundo Nonato da Silva (father)
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Have a story you'd like to share?

Email Tiffany Luu at

Tiffany@Esperanca.org 

or call 602-252-7772

Before reading this to the surgery team

nearby, my eyes filled with tears and

clouded the words on the page. I began

reading and read slowly - not because of

the translation, but because of the

tremendous and powerful sentiment of

thanks that has been expressed by this

humble family.  Indeed, as tears welled up

in my eyes, I realized one more time, and in

this very real and flesh-and-blood little boy

seated before us, the kind of miracles that

the healing touch of Esperança has

provided. The Esperança team, both those

here in the field, as well as our supporters

back home, have done it again. One

more little miracle. One more root for

our tree of friendship and understanding.

 


